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Update - Alpha 1.33 : 1. Tutorial - Some story descriptions have been added. 2. Character - The basic design of the character
with no equipment has been modified. - Idle animation has been fixed. - Attack animation has been fixed. - Shovel, ax, pickaxe
animation has been fixed. - The hammer animation has been fixed. 3. Bugs - Fixed an issue where Shield was not applied..
Update - Alpha 2.2.2 : 1. Bug - Fixed an issue where the wood drop rate was wrong. - Fixed an issue where the price was not
displayed correctly when items in the cart were removed when repairing items. 2. Develop - I am working on new map work for
40 50 floors. This will be updated in early/ mid-September.. Update - Alpha 3.1.0 : 1. Bug - Fixed some internal bugs. - Fixed
the problem that the gauge is initialized when the dash key is pressed during swimming. 2. Production window - Basic, main and
additional material slots in the production window have been modified by color and added phrases.. Update - 1.30.1 : Bug fixed.
Plan for updates : We are preparing for a new update. We have collected feedback from many of you We have confirmed that
many improvements are needed. In order to solve these problems, We will make a major revision. This modification process
requires a lot of internal changes. Because it takes a lot of work, the next update We will need more time.. Update - Alpha
1.37.1 : 1. Functions - The operation method of saving has finally been modified. - Fixed an issue where no sound will be heard
when dropping an item in Quick Slot. - Fixed an issue where no sound was heard when moving items from the warehouse to the
inventory. - Fixed an issue where item weight calculation in inventory was not correct. 2. Items - The weight of certain items has
been reduced.. Update - Alpha 2.0.1 : 1.. Update - Alpha 2.2.3 : Attractive stone Attributes are added to all monsters. If you
attack a monster with a property, the attribute is displayed. [Before Display] [After display] Attribute stone will change color
depending on the properties of monsters affected by the weather. - Water: Blue - Wind: Gray - Erath: Brown - Fire: Red If the
monster is properly applied to the vulnerable attribute, the character stone will be displayed in white. Attributes such as
monsters or other attribute attacks are displayed in yellow for a moment. If the monsters are attacked incorrectly, they are
displayed in black.
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